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KIDS/TEENS DANCE
PROGRAMS



K-pop Dance Class 101 & 102, age 6-17

K-pop Dance Cover Filming Project, age 6-18

Teens Dance Intensive Program, age 11-18

Kids & Teens Dance Programs



K-pop Dance 101 
Mondays & Wednesday 
4:00pm-5:00pm
Age requirement: 6-18

Stretching 
Learning choreography  
Practicing choreography 

Class Outline:

Learn trendy and fun Kpop dances and
improve dance skills at one’s own pace. 
Great for level 0 and level 1 dancers! 

Low-pressure class 
Choreography learned will be in a part
1 part 2 format per week 



K-pop Dance 102 
Tuesdays & Thursdays 
6:00pm-7:00pm
Age requirement: 6-18 

Stretching 
Learning choreography  
Practicing choreography 

Class Outline:

Learn trendy and fun Kpop dances and
improve your dance skills 
Great for level 2 dancers! 

Low-pressure class 
Choreography learned will be in a part
1 part 2 format per week 



Teens Dance Intensive
Sundays 5:00pm-7:00pm 
Age requirement: 11-19 First hour: Stretching, Body

conditioning, Isolation routine, Rhythm
practice, Learn foundation steps;
Second hour: Application of foundation
steps seen in a
kpop/hiphop/jazz/commercial
choreography; Film videos for students
to monitor and receive feedback 

Class Outline:

Goal of the class: Learn and solidify
foundations seen in K-pop dances at a
more intense pace. It is suitable for
individuals who want to improve
quickly and K-pop auditions. 



Teens Dance Intensive

This is a class intended for teens ONLY; parents and adults may not take the class. However, parents may
be allowed to watch the first and last 10 min of class if they would like. 

This class is labeled intensive as it is a fast-paced lesson and can be overwhelming to certain individuals
and the choreography learned is at an average level of 2-3. 

Children under the age of 11 are not advised to take the class unless they have prior experience taking
dance lessons or are passionate about improvement. If the child/teen is overwhelmed by the amount of
active learning we are doing then a lower-level class is advised.

This class teaches more than just K-pop dances! Choreography will be chosen by the teacher in
accordance with what the students need to improve upon. At times the teacher will ask the students what
dances they’d like to learn and will select the most appropriate for skill building. 

Expectations/rules of the class: 



Class Age
requirement

Level
intensity

Class
length Dance style 

K-POP101 6-17 0-1 1 hr K-POP

K-POP102 6-17 2 1 hr K-POP

Intensive 11-18 2-3 2 hrs K-POP/HipHop/Jazz+

Overview



Notes
If you are unsure of the level to attend, it is better to try a lower level first and
move up. If anyone who takes the 102 class is curious about the teens intensive
and if the level is appropriate for them please discuss it with the teacher. 

Parents and adults may not take the class. If your child is nervous on their first
day, parent observation on the first day is allowed, but for the kids/teens to gain
confidence and feel a bit more independent we encourage parents to not be
present for the first 50 min of class. 



K-pop Dance Cover Filming Project
Fridays & Saturdays
6 pm-7:30 pm & 7:30 pm-9:00pm
Age requirement: 6-18

Learn the hottest K-pop dance choreography Step-by-
Step instructions that a beginner can follow
Perform like a K-pop Idol Film a K-pop dance cover
with your group members
Potential Stage/Live Performance Opportunities
90 mins x 12 classes = Learn & Perform a K-pop dance

What to Expect:

The K-pop Dance Cover Filming Project is
designed for people who will not only learn
K-pop choreographies but also film dance
covers as better performers.

Submit your dance video to
CoffeeDance.Org@gmail.com
Dance styles could be K-pop, Jazz, Hip-hop,
etc. Dance length: at least 30 seconds.
No pressure. The major purpose of the
audition is to make sure you can dance.

Audition:



K-pop Dance Cover Filming Project

Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/@coffeedance
studio305/featured

Instagram: @CoffeeDance_

Previous Students Showcase:
CoffeeDance.Org
Including classes, photography, and
videography. 

More Infomation:



Keep in touch!

Contact:
Email: CoffeeDance.Org@gmail.com
WeChat: CoffeeDanceStudio

Thank you
CoffeeDance.Org


